There is a pressing need to align the growing set of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) with the newly sequenced human genome. However, the problem is complicated by the exon/intron structure of eukaryotic genes, misread nucleotides in ESTs, and the millions of repetitive sequences in genomic sequences. To solve this problem, algorithms that use dynamic programming have been proposed. In reality, however, these algorithms require an enormous amount of processing time. In an effort to improve the computational efficiency of these classical DP algorithms, we developed software that fully utilizes lookup-tables to detect the start-and endpoints of an EST within a given DNA sequence efficiently, and subsequently promptly identify exons and introns. In addition, the locations of all splice sites must be calculated correctly with high sensitivity and accuracy, while retaining high computational efficiency. This goal is hard to accomplish in practice, due to misread nucleotides in ESTs and repetitive sequences in the genome. Nevertheless, we present two heuristics that effectively settle this issue. Experimental results confirm that our technique improves the overall computation time by orders of magnitude compared with common tools, such as sim4 and BLAT, and simultaneously attains high sensitivity and accuracy against a clean dataset of documented genes.
Introduction
The Human Genome Project is an international collaboration, designed to investigate the genetic complexity of humans. Initially, the roughly three billion nucleotides of the human genome were elucidated (Celera Genomics ½ , International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium ¾ ). The next step involves interpreting the encoded sequences. In order to identify the coding regions, i.e., regions containing exons and introns, of any given DNA sequence, many ESTs must be aligned with genomic DNA to reveal these complex structures, while verifying alternative splicing transcripts. The alignment of full-length cDNAs gives clues to regulatory elements in the upstream regions. Furthermore, the annotation of the upstream regions using Transfac data identifies the candidates of cis-elements. The alignment of both sequences associated with expression patterns and sequences from db-SNP with the identified locations of SNPs near the gene, enables more detailed functional 2 
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analysis.
Indeed, a variety of sequence alignment algorithms have been proposed. One technique for computing the similarity between two sequences is to assign penalties, designated by letters, to insertions, deletions, and substitutions present in one sequence, but not in the other (Needleman and Wunsch ¿ , Smith and Waterman ). Heuristic algorithms such as FASTA and BLAST are used because of their higher speed compared with dynamic programming methods.
However, these algorithms either require a very large amount of time for processing or they fail to align ESTs to genomes that are known to encode them, because they are designed to determine only the similarity between two sequences, and not to determine eukaryotic gene structure (exon/intron structure) by identifying splice sites between exons and introns. Figure 1 illustrates the problem. We need to decompose an EST into exons and then to align each exon onto the DNA sequence, while preserving the order of exons. The difficulty with the problem is that there are potentially a huge number of ways to decompose an EST. To settle this problem, it is reasonable to define scores for matches and penalties for introducing introns, and then to select the optimal decomposition as that with the best score. For this optimization problem, many dynamic programming algorithms that consider exon/intron structure have been developed. Gotoh's algorithm defines an affine gap penalty for introns to identify very long introns, since introns correspond to long insertions. Although Gotoh's algorithm runs in Ç´Å AE µ-time complexity and requires Ç´Å AE µ space for a genomic sequence of length Å and for an EST of length AE, the space complexity can be reduced to Ç´Ñ Ò´Å AEµµ using Hirschberg's technique . Several software tools have been developed that utilize this dynamic programming technique ½¼ ½½ , but in practice, it is computationally infeasible to apply these tools to long genomic sequences of length greater than one million. Conversely, Sim4 ½¾ and BLAT ½¿ are improved methods based on BLAST, which can extend multiple exons. Although they are able to decompose a given sequence into its exons, they are not designed to guarantee to output the optimal alignment that maximizes the sum of matching scores.
Since high-performance software is needed to solve this problem, we designed software that shortens the calculation time, while retaining sensitivity and accuracy. This software can align more than 20 ESTs per second, on average, to the draft human genome using a single processor. In practice, it can process more than 100 ESTs per second using several processors, or about four million ESTs in less than half a day. Regarding sensitivity and accuracy, special care must be taken to identify splice sites in the final step of the software. Clean datasets of splice sites have been collected from various species to derive statistically confirmed rules for improving gene-finding algorithms ½ ½ ½ ½ ½ . These clean datasets are also valuable for evaluating the sensitivity and accuracy of alignment software. We used the HMR195 dataset ½ , a collection of mammalian sequences, for this. We demonstrate the high sensitivity and accuracy of our method against human genes in HMR195.
Algorithm
We start by introducing basic data-structures and simpler algorithms, and move to more elaborate ones by improving the algorithms step by step.
Mapping the millions of ESTs in the GenBank and EST databases (dbEST) to the human genomic sequence is an arduous task. ESTs are as much as tens of thousands of bases long, while the genomic sequence is about 3 billion bases long. In order to shorten the overall calculation time, we pre-process the genomic sequences and create an auxiliary look-up table called a MapTable, that stores the position at which each primary key (a subsequence of length Ã) occurs in the genomic sequence. The idea of using lookup tables has been incorporated in BLAST and FASTA to boost their search performance.
There are other elaborated data structures for strings, such as suffix tree and suffix array. However, suffix tree requires ¢ ¢ (size of integer or pointer) bytes for a string of length , which is too large to store in the main memory. Suffix array, by contrast, requires only ¢ bytes in space, which equals the size of a hash table, but it needs Ç(log +ÓÓ ) time for searching (ÓÓ is the candidate query string), while a hash table needs only Ç(ÓÓ ) time for searching. Although these data structures (suffix tree and suffix array) are very useful for comparing sequences, comparison of a genome and its ESTs can be solved using the technique of perfect matching with a hash table. Figure 2 shows how to generate a MapTable when the primary key length is 2, for simplicity. Referring to the MapTable, it is obvious that "TA" exists at the 9th position and that "GC" occurs at the 3rd and 12th positions in the genome sequence. When considering a particular EST sequence, the position of the L length prefix and the suffix of the EST are inferred by referring to the MapTable in the main memory. Assuming that the four characters (nucleotides) appear at random in the genome sequence, we can deduce the position of a sequence of length Ä from the MapTable by accessing the main memory about´ Ã µ ¢ Ä Ã times (G is the length of the genome sequence). Care must be taken in selecting appropriate values for Ã. Smaller Ã values, say 5, result in aligning an enormous number of positions for each 5-mer, while larger Ã values increase the number of Ã-mers, yielding a huge index. We will discuss the selection of an appropriate value for Ã in Section 3. AA  AT  AG  AC  TA  TT  TG  TC  GA  GT  GG  GC  CA  CT  CG  CC   6  1 10  7  9  2 
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Simple algorithm assuming no mismatches or gaps
First, we present a slow, but simple, algorithm that assumes that an EST sequence exactly maps to the genomic sequence with a 100% match ratio. We then improve the algorithm in a stepwise manner to accelerate performance, while allowing mismatches and gaps. In the following discussion, let us denote the genome sequence using the sequence ½ ¾ Å´ ¾ Ì AE µ, and the EST sequence by the sequence
represents a substring, ·½ , so does . We express the alignment of the -th nucleotide in the EST with genome as position ´ µ in genome . Here, we assume that each nucleotide maps to a location in . In practice, however, might be skipped, requiring its position ´ µ to be undefined. This case will be considered later in this section. The simplest version of the algorithm ( Figure  3 ) can be written as:
Step 1.(Detection of start-and endpoints)
Let Ã be the length of a primary key in the MapTable and Ä be the length of the key used to detect first and last exons. First, we consider a prefix of length Ä ( ½ Ä ) and a suffix of length Ä ( AE Ä·½ AE ) in EST . We align the prefix and suffix with the genome by accessing the MapTable, i.e., associate ´ µ for each ½ Ä and AE Ä · ½ AE . The remainder of the EST, Ä·½ AE Ä , that should be aligned in the next step, is called the dangling part.
Step 2.(Alignment by dynamic programming)
Align the unassigned interval of the EST Ä·½ AE Ä with the genome interval ´Äµ·½ ´AE Ä·½µ ½ using Gotoh's dynamic programming, which yields ´ µ for each Ä · ½ AE Ä.
In
Step 1, there could be multiple locations for ½ Ä and AE Ä·½ AE , which will be discussed later in this section. In Step 2, Gotoh's dynamic programming is an algorithm that finds the optimal alignment of an EST that has long introns with the genome. Smith- Waterman and Needleman-Wunsch methods do not work well for this problem, because they impose a high penalty on long introns and miss alignments with long introns. To overcome this issue, Gotoh's method assigns a small constant or an affine gap penalty to introns that could be very long, and it can output the optimal solution.
Although
Step 1 is very efficient at detecting the start-and endpoints of a given EST in the genome sequence because it can be achieved by accessing the main memory, Step 2 sometimes requires a large amount of execution time when the length of the genome interval ´Äµ·½ ´AE Ä·½µ ½ is still long for Gotoh's dynamic programming.
Align by Gotoh's dynamic programming 
Fast algorithm assuming no mismatches or gaps
To accelerate the dynamic programming in Step 2, we determine ´ µ by elongating the exon and skipping long introns using MapTable. This greatly increases performance because of its practicability in considering exon/intron structure. The algorithm used to align an EST with a single exon is shown.
Step 2 (Identification of a single exon)
For each from Ä · ½ to AE Ä, set ´ µ to ´ ½µ · ½ (see Figure 4 ).
We call
Step 2 the Elongation Step, because this step adds one nucleotide to the end of the exon per iteration.
To handle ESTs with multiple exons, we incorporate a process that skips an intron when extension of the exon fails ( Figure 5 ).
Step 2.1 (Identification of one exon)
While the -th nucleotide in coincides with the ´ µ-th nucleotide in , set 
Allowing mismatches and gaps in alignment
In practice, ESTs usually cannot be fully aligned with 100% identity, resulting in mismatches or gaps in the alignment. To allow for these mismatches and gaps, we revise the algorithm in Section 2.2. We allow to be mismatched with a different nucleotide at the ´ µ-th position in the genome. Alternatively, ´ µ is undefined when is skipped and is associated with a gap. In this general setting, the start-and endpoints of the EST in the genome sequence cannot be detected if the prefix ½ Ä (or the suffix AE Ä·½ AE ) contains mismatches or gaps. To resolve this problem, we scan the EST sequence from the start until the position of a subsequence of length Ä is found in the MapTable, and scan from the end in the same way ( Figure 6 ). This method is described below.
Step 1.1 (Approximation of the startpoint of an EST)
Initialize ½ , and increment until equals 300 or the position of ·Ä ½ is found in the MapTable. The rationale behind the choice of 300 bases is presented in Section 3. As mentioned above, ½ ½ is called the dangling part of the EST, i.e., it is the part that still remains to be aligned. Align this dangling part of EST ½ ½ with genome ´ µ ·½ ´ µ ½ to decide ´ µ for each ½ ½ using Gotoh's dynamic programming.
Step 1.2 (Approximation of the endpoint of an EST)
Similarly, initialize AE, and decrement until equals AE-300 or the position of Ä·½ is found in the MapTable. After this, ·½ AE is called the dangling part of the EST that still remains to be aligned. Then, align this dangling part of EST ·½ AE with genome
AE using Gotoh's dynamic programming.
Mismatches or gaps in an EST make it more complicated to extend an exon or skip an intron. While the elongation stops only when the exon terminates in the case of no mismatches, elongation of the exon fails when it reaches the end of the exon or encounters a mismatch or a gap in the alignment.
Step 2.1 (Identification of one exon)
Initialize , which is the smallest position in the EST that is not aligned (e.g., the (i+4)-th position of in Figure 6 ) and while the -th nucleotide in coincides with the ( ´ ½µ · ½)-th nucleotide in , set ´ µ ´ ½ µ · ½ and increment . Then, set Ü ½ to memorize the position ½ in the EST where the elongation ends.
Step 2.2 (Search for the next exon)
Increment until the position of ·Ã ½ is found in the MapTable. Ü·½ ½ is called the dangling part of EST, that remains to be aligned.
Step 2.3 (Alignment of the dangling part of an EST)
Align the dangling part of EST Ü·½ ½ with the part of genome ´Üµ·½ ´ µ ½ using Gotoh's dynamic programming. Figure 7 illustrates the case when no intron is detected after the dynamic programming, and Figure 8 shows when an intron is observed.
The issue of selecting of appropriate values for Ä and Ã has be resolved by considering the sensitivity and specificity of the alignment. This will be investigated statistically in Section 3. For the human genome, we assign Ä=18, partly because we have observed that most first and last exons are longer than 18, although some internal exons are shorter than 18 . If the location of the coding region of the exon is figured out, we do not need Ä to be as long, and we can select smaller values for Ã, e.g., 11, 12, or 13. 
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Further acceleration by preprocessing long introns
In practice, an intron can be thousands of base pairs long, while the dangling part is at most hundreds of base pairs long. Naive application of dynamic programming to the alignment of the dangling part of the EST Ü·½ ½ with ´Üµ·½ ´ µ ½ is computation intensive when ´Üµ·½ ´ µ ½ contains an intron in Step 2.3. To accelerate this step, we examine whether an intron is included in the part of genome ´Üµ·½ ´ µ ½ by comparing the length of Ü·½ ½ with the length of ´Üµ·½ ´ µ ½ before applying Gotoh's dynamic programming. If ´Üµ·½ ´ µ ½ is much longer than Ü·½ ½ , and the length of Ü·½ ½ is less than ten, we assume that ´Üµ·½ ´ µ ½ contains only one intron, because the length of most exons is much greater than ten. In this case, Ü·½ ½ should be aligned to ´Üµ·½ ´Üµ·´ Üµ and ´ µ ´ Üµ ´ µ ½ . Therefore, we align the dangling part of EST Ü·½ ½ with the concatenation of two sequences of length Ü, which is ´Üµ·½ ´Üµ·´ Üµ · ´ µ ´ Üµ ´ µ ½ (See Figure 9 ).
Detecting splice sites
We have presented a way to determine approximate exon and intron regions. However, decisions regarding exon/intron boundaries need rigorous investigation, because most boundaries follow the GT-AG rule, while other patterns, such as GC-AG and AT-AC, are also ob-
Align by Gotoh served. In the literature, considerable effort has been made to comprehend variants of the GT-AG rule statistically ½ ½ ½ ½ and to make a comparative analysis of gene-finding programs ½ . For instance, Thanaraj ½ derived decision trees for inferring human exon-intron junctions from a number of EST-confirmed splice sites. Burset et al. ½ also presented statistical rules for mammalian splice sites, which also confirm that most sites obey the GT-AG rule or its variants, such as GC-AG and AT-AC. Figure 10 illustrates some alternative solutions for deciding splice sites, and the lower alignment should be selected according to the GT-AG rule. To this end, as shown in Figure  11 , we shift the intron frame locally along the genome if no more mismatches are introduced in the alignment, for the purpose of detecting GT-AG or its variants. More precisely, the intron frame is moved locally to maximize the number of matches between GT-AG and the four letters at both ends of the intron (two letters at the right end and two letters at the left end).
We will demonstrate the high sensitivity and accuracy of this method later.
Match ratio
Having determined the intron regions, the match ratio between the genome and the mapped EST sequence is examined. Since the match ratio between the genome and a coded EST is 99.9% if the EST sequence is read precisely (the residual 0.1% is the difference between each human genome, i.e., SNP, sequencing errors, or other artifacts), we assume that an EST with a low match ratio is not encoded. In effect, an EST whose match ratio is low contains many misread nucleotides, or is not encoded in the genome sequence. The lower boundary for the match ratio was set at 90%.
Solution for two or more alignments
In this section, we consider cases when there are two or more distinct alignments of an EST in a genome sequence, because an EST is often aligned with many different regions in a chromosome because of retro-transposition or gene-duplication ( Figure 12 ). Furthermore, the millions of repetitive sequences in the human genome complicate correct identification of start-and endpoints.
Although the start-and endpoints of an EST are inferred in Steps 1.1 and 1.2, the startand endpoints are not determined uniquely if the MapTable has many candidates for the primary key. Let ËØ ÖØË Ø denote the set of candidate start-points calculated in Step 1.1, and Ò Ë Ø denote the set of candidate endpoints in Step 1.2. We must compute alignments for all the pairs in ËØ ÖØË Ø¢ Ò Ë Ø. In practice, however, the size of ËØ ÖØË Ø or Ò Ë Ø often exceeds 1000 due to repetitive sequences. To avoid such difficult cases, we focus on the fact that the number of 18-mers appearing no more than ten times in the human genome is about 2.2 billion, which is about 64.6% of all the 18-mers in the human genome.
In addition, sub-sequences in exons are typically less frequent in the human genome than other sub-sequences in non-coding regions. These facts imply that scanning three hundred bases in a human EST could find, with a high probability, such 18-mers of frequency no more than ten. We therefore revised our algorithm to search for a subsequence of length Ä until the size of ËØ ÖØË Ø (or Ò Ë Ø ) becomes no more than ten. Consequently, our algorithm is described as:
Step
(Solution for many start-and endpoints)
Assume that Steps 1.1 and 1.2 output ËØ ÖØË Ø and Ò Ë Ø that are of size no more than ten. Solve the alignment of Ä with ×Ø ÖØ Ò (×Ø ÖØ ¾ ËØ ÖØË Ø, Ò ¾ Ò Ë Ø ) by executing Steps 2.1-2.3, if the distance between ×Ø ÖØ and Ò is smaller than 3,000,000 bp.
This technique seems to involve brute force, but it solves all the alignments of a given EST reliably.
Selecting appropriate parameter values for better alignments
Approximation of the start-and endpoints of an EST
In order to approximate the startpoint of an EST in Step 1.1, we scan the first 300 bases of the EST to look for an Ä-mer ·Ä ½ that perfectly matches the genome. We selected 18 for Ä, and 300 for the length of the range to search. In what follows, we discuss the rationale behind this selection from a statistical viewpoint.
Let us call the range to search in the EST the head sequence. Given a head sequence of length À (we used 300 for À), our goal is to efficiently associate the head with its homologous range in the genomic sequence by finding one Ä-mer in the head that perfectly matches the genome. To accelerate the overall performance of this approach, we must exclude false positive Ä-mers in the head that happen to match the genomic sequence by chance. To reduce such false positive candidates, we can simply use larger values for Ä in order to increase the specificity of Ä-mers and hence the computational efficiency of our alignment algorithm. However, longer Ä-mers may decrease the number of head sequences that successfully map to the genome by using Ä-mers and may make our algorithm less sensitive, because of noise in both the head and genomic sequences.
Suppose that the match ratio between the head and its homologous region is Å AE . When Å AE becomes low, say 85%, it becomes difficult to find one Ä-mer shared by the head and its homologous region in the genome. Therefore, depending on typical values of Å AE , we must decide an appropriate value of Ä, considering the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. To resolve this, we present a way of computing the probability that a head of length À and its homologous region share at least one common Ä-mer for various values of Å AE . In the literature, Kent ½¿ studied this problem when Ä-mers are distinct and non-overlapping, which is not applicable to our case, since we use overlapping Ä-mers. Kasahara ¾½ investigated the statistical properties of overlapping Ä-mers, and we follow the line suggested by Kasahara.
Let È´ Ñ Ðµ denote the number of head sequences of length , such that each head contains Ñ mismatched nucleotides with its homologous region and the longest subsequence of length Ð that perfectly matches its homologous region. Observe that the following recurrences hold for È´ Ñ Ðµ when ½ Ñ ¼ Ð ¼, and Ñ · Ð:
The first two equations express the case when there are no mismatched nucleotides (namely Ñ ¼ ). Hence, must be equal to Ð. The last equation handles the case when the right Ð ( ´ Ð µ, respectively) nucleotides do not contain any mismatches, but the Ð · ½ -th ( · ½ -th)
nucleotide from the right end is a mismatch.
Then, the probability that a head of length À and its homologous region share at least one Ä-mer when the match ratio is Å AE is:
In this formula, we simply assume that the head is not split into more than one exon when the head is aligned with the genome. Table 1 displays the probabilities for various values of Å AE and Ä. Furthermore, to measure the specificity of using each Ä-mer, the lowest row gives the number of Ä-mers in the head that are expected to match by chance, under the condition that all nucleotides occur equally in the sequences. is defined as the following formula, and the values in the lowest row are calculated for
Observe that even if the match ratio is 90%, our choice of assigning 18 to Ä is able to locate a head of length 300 in the genome with a probability of 99.8%. Furthermore, the value of is sufficiently low and false positive predictions of head locations are effectively reduced. Table 1 . The specificity and sensitivity of Ä-mer perfect matching. The table displays the probability that a head of length À ¿ ¼ ¼ and its homologous region share at least one Ä-mer when the match ratio is Å AE . The bottom row presents the number of Ä-mers in the head that are expected to match a genomic sequence of length ¿ ¢ ½¼ by chance, given that the nucleotides are equally distributed. Ä Å AE 18 19 20 21 22 23 100% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 99% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 98% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 97% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 96% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 95% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0. 
Search for internal exons
When we search for the next internal exon, we only need to consider candidates in positions between the start-and endpoint of an EST, which is called the coding region of the EST in what follows. The length of most coding regions is bounded by one million, and is typically no more than one hundred thousand.
While we use long Ä-mers, say 18-mers, to approximate the start-and endpoints of an EST in a huge genomic sequence of length three billion, we should consider shorter Ã-mers when searching for internal exons inside coding regions, in order to get better sensitivity and specificity of alignment and to improve the overall performance. We now study appropriate values for Ã.
Suppose that È´ Ñ Ðµ is defined as before. The probability that a subsequence of length À and its homologous region have in common at least one Ã-mer when the match ratio Å AE is:
We here set À to 100, which is slightly smaller than the average length of an exon, 150. From Table 2 , we see that when Ã ½ ¾ , the detection of the next exon succeeds with probability 0.99, even if the match ratio is 89%. Furthermore, the frequencies of both ½¼ and ½¼ are sufficiently low as to achieve high specificity. Table 2 . The specificity and sensitivity of perfect matches for a Ã-mer when À ½ ¼ ¼ and
12 13 14 15 100% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 99% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 98% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 97% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 96% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 95% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 94% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.998 93% 1.000 1. In Table 2 , assuming that the length À of an internal exon is 100, 12 is derived as an appropriate value for Ã. One might however be interested in what happens if À becomes smaller. Table 3 shows the case when À ¼ . Note that when Ã ½ ¼ , an internal exon of length 50 can be found with probability 0.99, even if the match ratio is 90%, but the frequency ½¼ is fairly large. Selecting 12 for Ã reduces the frequency ½¼ , but requires a higher match ratio, 93%, to achieve a probability exceeding 0.99. Table 3 . The specificity and sensitivity of perfect matches for a Ã-mer when À ¼ and ½ ¼ or ½¼ . Ã Å AE 8 9 10 11 12 13 100% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 99% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 98% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 97% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 96% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.998 95% 1.000 1. 
Execution Time, Sensitivity, and Accuracy
The algorithm described here has been implemented in C++. In what follows, we call our software Squall. We installed and evaluated the performance of Squall, sim4, and BLAT on the single processor of a PrimePower 1000 with a clock rate of 675 MHz, 64 Gbytes of main memory, and running Solaris 8.
Comparison of the execution time and memory requirements of sim4 and BLAT
The performance of Squall was compared with sim4 and BLAT using chromosome 22 of the NCBI draft human genome (Build 30). We aligned the RefSeq sequences ½ (16,133 sequences extracted from the UniGene database of Build #154, with an average length of 2697 bases) with the human chromosome 22. Table 4 shows the average time in seconds required to align an EST, which makes it clear that our method improves the computation time by orders of magnitude, although Squall requires more memory than BLAT. We think that our major improvement is avoiding the execution of dynamic programming as much as possible. We assume that all exons of a gene are found in the positional approximation using MapTable, and this prevents us from computing dynamic programming for overall sequences when we compare an EST with a genomic region containing an intron. Both
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BLAT and sim4 initially feed genomic sequences, and then align ESTs. In Table 4 , we excluded execution times for the data-reading step, so that this comparison was fair to both sim4 and BLAT, because sim4 and BLAT require much more execution time to feed the genome than Squall did. 
Execution time for aligning millions of ESTs with a genome
Using Squall, we evaluated the average time required to check whether each EST in the UniGene (Build #154) database was aligned with the NCBI draft human genome (Build 30) and calculated the alignment when the EST mapped to the genome. Table 5 lists the average time in seconds. Observe that the average time required to process one chromosome is roughly proportional to the size of the chromosome. The average time was 0.0568 seconds. This implies that three million ESTs can be aligned in about 150,000 seconds on a single processor, and we can typically complete this task in less than half a day by using several processors.
Sensitivity and accuracy
To validate the sensitivity and accuracy of Squall, we considered clean datasets of splice sites ½ ½ ½ ½ ½ . These datasets have been collected from various species to derive statistically confirmed rules for improving gene-finding algorithms. Of these, we used HMR195 ½ , a collection of 195 mammalian genomic sequences that are annotated with the exact locations of splice sites, which is available at http://www.cs.ubc.ca/˜rogic/evaluation/. HMR195 was useful for our experiment, because it includes 103 human genomic sequences, from which we extracted 103 mRNA sequences by consulting the locations of splice sites. We then aligned these 103 sequences to the NCBI draft sequence of the human genome (Build 30) using Squall and BLAT ½¿ . We did not perform the same task with sim4 or Spidey because they cannot process very long genomic sequences, such as human chromosome 1. Although we used human chromosome 22, they were not able to compute the appropriate positions of two cDNAs (AF058293, AB002059) in the HMR195 dataset (See Table 6 ). Table 6 presents the quality of each alignment using Squall and BLAT (as of December 1st, 2002). 'AE' indicates that an exactly correct alignment was computed. '¡' means that the positions of one or two exons are incorrect, while '¢' indicates that more than two exons are located incorrectly. '-' indicates that no alignments were calculated for the mRNA. Table 7 summarizes the numbers of alignments of each quality category. Observe that Squall is much superior to BLAT in both sensitivity and accuracy.
Alignment of NCBI Reference Sequences
Known genes other than the HMR195 dataset are available in the RefSeq database ½ , a manually curated collection designed to contain non-redundant representatives of most of the full-length human mRNA sequences in GenBank.
We aligned a current version of the RefSeq sequences (16,133 sequences) with the NCBI working draft sequence of the human genome (Build 30). As a result, more than 94.8% of the RefSeq entries were aligned given the conditions that: (i) The match ratio Table 6 . Quality of aligning 103 human mRNAs in HMR195 to the NCBI human draft genome (Build 30) by using Squall(K=12,L=18) and BLAT (as of December 1st, 2002, the options: tileSize=11,repMatch=100). 'AE' indicates the exacly correct alignment is computed for the mRNA. '¡' means that positions of one or two exons are incorrect, while '¢' indicates that more than two exons are located incorrectly . '-' implies that no alignments are calculated for the mRNA. The last column shows the chromosome number in which each mRNA is located. was at least 70%, and (ii) The coverage ratio (the length of the aligned part / the entire length) was at least 50%. This shows that the sensitivity of our software Squall is high. In addition, we confirmed that Squall accurately aligned each RefSeq sequence with multiple exons and its boundaries, by checking 300 randomly selected alignments.
Graphical Viewer
Here, we present a graphical viewer for browsing the intron and exon structures resolved in our implementation. The viewer is available at
This browser is called the Gene Resource Locator viewer (GRL viewer, for short) ¾¼ and it shows the alignment of each EST in the genomic sequence with a user-friendly interface. Figure 13 , for instance, shows a group of ESTs mapped onto the same locus. Each thick line represents the alignment of one EST (an EST alignment) in which the narrow yellow boxes are exons and the blue boxes are introns. Note that the alignments share some common exons. Some alternatively splicing transcripts are also observed. The details of biological results discovered by our software are presented in another article ¾¼ . 
Conclusion and Future Work
Our software Squall shows excellent speed and high precision, as described in Section 4. Gene structures can be resolved faster and more precisely using this algorithm than with other methods. In the field of medicine, there are many instances in which a disease-related gene is known. The precise localization of such genes will be possible in future by referring to the complete genetic map. Moreover, the generation of precise genetic maps for many creatures is a prerequisite for inter-and intra-species genome comparisons. Our algorithm can be used to generate genetic maps that combine the genomes and genes of various species.
Use of amino acid Ä-mers to approximate EST location
In Section 3, we presented the statistical analysis for selecting the appropriate values for Ã and Ä.
The amino acid sequences of proteins, however, are likely preserved in coding regions across species, and using amino acid Ä-mers in place of nucleotide Ä-mers as positional indexes might improve the sensitivity of alignment. We here examine the validity of this approach. Consider a nucleotide sequence of length ¿À and its corresponding amino acid sequence of length À. Let Å AE (or the equivalent Å ) denote the match ratio between the nucleotide (amino acid) sequence and its homologous region. Here, we calculate Å from Å AE . Let ½ and ¾ be codons (sequences of three nucleotides), and let AE´ ½ ¾µ denote the number of distinct nucleotides at the same positions. For instance, AE´ Ø ØØ µ ¾, and AE´ Ø µ ½. Define´ ½ ¾µ ½ if both ½ and ¾ encode the same amino acid. Otherwise,´ ½ ¾µ ¼. Assume that any codon occurs equally and any nucleotide in a codon can be altered with probability´½ Å AE µ ¿. Then, Å is computed from Å AE according to the following formula, and Table 8 Table 9 lists the probabilities and frequencies for various values of Ä and Å AE when the number of amino acids À is 100. Recall that Table 1 shows the case when the number of nucleotides is 300, and we selected 18 as an appropriate value for Ä, which corresponds to Ä ½ ¿ in Table 9 .
Observe that the sensitivity of using amino acid 6-mers is better than that with nucleotide 18-mers, because the probability is greater than 0.99 even if Å AE ±. However, the frequency of amino acid 6-mers is much greater than that of nucleotide 18-mers, because of the lower specificity of amino acids versus nucleotides.
Our analysis assumes that the nucleotide mutations occur equally at random, but this may not be the case in practice. In reality, mutations tend to be observed at the third nucleotides of codons.
Then, the values of Å in Table 8 could be slightly greater, thereby improving the sensitivity of amino acid Ä-mers in Table 9 . Table 9 . Specificity and sensitivity of perfect matches foramino acid Ä-mer when À ½¼¼ and ¿ ¢ ½¼ . Ä Å AE 5 6 7 8 9 10 100% 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 99%
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1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 98%
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 97%
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 96%
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 95%
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 94% 
